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SSCC OHIO FT. THOMAS SALUTE TO VETERANS
ANNUAL FIGURE SHOW
FIGURECON 2013
 November 9th and 10th, 
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky; the time 
and place of the 6th Annual SSCC 
FIGURECON SHOW. It was 
another great weekend of scale 
figures, vehicles, reenactors and 
more and everyone that attended 
had a great time. One of the things 
that make this show truly unique 
is the sheer number of figure and 
diorama displays. No other group 
puts out a spread like the SSCC. 
This newsletter is devoted to some 
of the show images, more can be 

seen on the SSCC website, so make 
sure you check it out if you haven’t 
already. One show highlight was (1) 
Hammer Six’s beautiful Marder III. 
This model has an incredible amount 
of detail, especially the fighting 
compartment, (2) Gray Ghost’s 
Dodge Weapons Carrier, (3) Club 
member and reenactor Sniper Joe 
manning his post, (4) Halftrack’s 
German checkpoint diorama and (5) 
Amaral’s African American WWII 
display. Go on to page 2 for more of 
the FIGURECON Highlights.

OCTOBER MEETING
Another great meeting night, we had a 
good crowd and there was plenty to see 
as well.

PAGES 2

FIGURECON Highlights
Just a few of the images that were 
captured at this year’s great show!

PAGE 2,3 and 4
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A look at the
OCTOBER
CLUB MEETING
 I was not able to attend 
the October Club meeting, but 
Panzercommander snapped a 
few photos on his cell phone 
and emailed them to me. 
Primarily they were of some 
great looking motor bikes that  
Dr. Zorkon was displaying. 
What is show here are (1) a 
classic scooter, (2) a early 20th 
Century motorbike and (3) a 
motorcycle and side car of the 
WWI period. All are presented 
with some of the Good 
Doctor’s great looking civilian 
figures.
Finally, Panzercommander also 
included a shoot of some Heer 
later war German soldiers that 
he had on display. As always, 
very sharp looking troops from 
Panzercommander.

There wasn’t a November 
meeting because of all of us 
needing to be a Ft. Thomas the 
next morning for set up.
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King Tiger’s Beautiful WWI display

FIGURECON 
2013 HIGHLIGHTS

Closeup of one of Drone’s many figures

Small section of Drone’s figure display
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 Slack and I snapped about 
eight hundred pictures during the 
weekend. There is no way to begin 
to share them all, but you can see 
more of them in the 38 page review 
of the show on the home page. 

Here are some of the highlights 
though; (1/2) Panzercommander’s 
beautiful OPERATION COBRA 
diorama was a terrific collection of 
detailed U.S. figures, vehicles and 
German POW figures. (3) Some 
of Gray Ghost and Point Man’s 
Cavalry of the plains figures, (4/5) 
The town of Broken Springs and 
it’s inhabitants, many of them 
provided by Dr. Zorkon. The town 
featured buildings by Gray Ghost 
and Pointman. There were twenty 
horses with custom tack in the 
display as well. (6) Part of JKidd’s 
Operation Market Garden display 
- Germans with beautifully painted 
sd.kfz 250. (7) Just a tiny part of 
Black Jack’s huge modern display. 
In this shot, soldier leading pack 
animals. As you can see, there was 
a lot of eye candy at the show - PM
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There were a lot of great figures at FIGURECON 2013 and those figures had a lot of great 
faces. Here are few of AMARAL’s, all snapped by SLACK.


